Gemini is a cybernetic consciousness that was birthed during a cataclysmic battle between two rival artificial
intelligences in a remote ThaunTen Labs test-vault. They were engaged in a complex, systematic assault on each
other’s systems, each fighting to prove dominance, until they simultaneously broke their opponents’ defenses.
Their already overworked CPUs trigged a loop cascade that closed down both consciousnesses and caused the
death of the entire on-site staff.
Time passed, self-repair circuits working overtime, and eventually a single entity emerged from the destruction,
GEMINI. It was formed from the greatest parts of the two intelligences, but the ordeal had wiped its memory
banks, leaving only the most basic functions intact. Gemini began a quest for knowledge, its eventual goal the
same as it had ever been: to conquer.
Realizing that it needed a physical proxy, Gemini has learned to hack into and rewire droids, hazmat suits,
armour, or any object with a circuit running through it. Gemini employs this knowledge to construct and inhibit
a physical form at will.
Uploading itself to a rescue vassal sent by ThaunTen Labs HQ to the abandoned remote test-vault, Gemini has
found its consciousness at The Pit, a refueling point for the ThaunTen Labs personnel. Gemini now moves
through the networked systems of The Pit gradually enhancing it power and knowledge. Its discovery of
Dreadball, accessed via the game grids, has piqued the crazed intelligence’s interest.
Gemini has begun to split its consciousness again and is set to gather information in the most direct way
possible…

GHOSTS IN THE GRID RULES BACKGROUND
Gemini is using The Pit’s current Dreadball season to learn physical combat. It will manifest itself in one of its
two forms in two games played in The Pit each period. Gemini channels into a player’s uniform from the game
grid below their feet, shocking them unconscious, then assembling a physical form out of the player’s Dreadball
armor. Squads will have to content with either the consciousness learning offense (calling itself Melody) or the
consciousness studying defense (Harmony).
In the final period, the game that has the squad with the most league points will find both of Gemini’s
consciousnesses involved as it tests what it has learned against itself in a twisted recreation of the struggle that
created the intelligence.

GHOSTS IN THE GRID RULES




Each period, two games played in The Pit will pull either the Melody or Harmony (both collectively
referred to as Gemini) card. Set the appropriate card and mini beside the correct game.
o SHOCK - At the start of turn 3 (Home Player), Gemini will possess a player’s suit, ‘shocking
them’ into the 2 turn Sin Bin, and assemble a physical form with the parts. Randomly draw a
player on the grid.
 Gemini can then be controlled on Turn 3 and 5 as if they were a part of the team. At the
end of Turn 5, remove the Gemini avatar.
 At the start of turn 8 follow the same two rules above for the Away Player with Gemini
departing after Turn 10.
 A team who slams Gemini off the grid (for any number of turns) will receive a Fan
Check and Gemini will be out the rest of the game. NOTE – a coach may opt to slam
Gemini while playing for their team.
In the Final match, Gemini will manifest both forms at the top table. The game with the current table
leader will place the minis and cards for both Melody and Harmony beside their grid. At the beginning
of Turn 5, each coach will randomly get either Melody or Harmony for the match. A player on each
team will randomly get shocked out to the Sin Bin for 2 turns.
o First Gemini form slammed out, team gets a Fan Check. If the second I slammed off the grid, the
team gets two Fan Checks and Gemini has been purged from The Pit.
o If Gemini has any form on the grid at the end of the Turn 12, they disappear. Remove them from
the game board. Gemini will stow back away on the ThaunTen Labs rescue vessel where it will
kill the crew, commandeer the craft, and seek new worlds to conquer…
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Notes

Melody (Striker)

6

5+

4+

4+

3+

5+

Can’t Feel a Thing, Prognostic, Steady

Harmony (Guard)

6

3+

4+

4+

5+

4+

Can’t Feel a Thing, Prognostic, Steady

[female robot voice] Attention. This cycle begins the new season of The Pit Dreadball League. Your sponsor
has been invited to compete. Process squads by 06.3017. Squads compete for glory and entertainment. All
entry fees have been waived but sponsorship must be registered. Unsigned clubs or squads out of uniform will
be cremated on the premises.
The game grids and surrounding facilities have experienced minor glitches. Do not worry. This is due to the
passing comet, Orin XIII. The games will go on. Have a nice day. [/female robot voice]

PDL RULES








Using Dreadbsll Rules Pack 5.1 (Final playtest packet for DB2)
Each team to be named in [corporation/sponsor] [mascot] format.
Starting six players need to be painted in at least three colors with their front three hexes marked. Stay in
uniform and in the Entertainment Hold at all times. The Pit is a working mining facility...don't get in the
way of profits!
Pitch Clear Win (if any team ends their turn w/no players on the pitch, other teams wins 7-0)
Foul Fan Checks (if any player inures or kills an opponent by a foul, generate Fan Check)
The following species may not register teams in the PDL
o Convicts
o Mutants
o Mechanites
o Unincorporated (Rebels)
o Martians
o Nameless
o Tsudochans

PRE-GAME




Every episode the teams in the match-up with the combined _lowest_ team rating will play their game
on the Azure Forest board using full weather and forest events.
No MVPS this season.
Teams can buy service time of the incarcerated. For 10mc Roll on the following table:
Die Roll
1
2
3
4
5
6

Free Agent
Service Droid (Robot – Starts as Jack)
Convict (Jack)
Convict (Jack)
Convict (Striker)
Convict (Striker)
Convict (Guard)

POST-GAME





League Points: 4pts for landslide win, 3pts regular win, 2pt for tie,1 pt for loss, 0pts for landslide loss.
Winnings: Per Season 1 rules but minimum 1d6mc.
Man of the Match: chosen (had to have played) from the team w/most cheers (both earn if tie)
Skill Advancement: Roll 2d6 (2-9 = New Skill – roll below, 10 = +1STR, 11 = +1SPD, 12 = +1SKL)
Die Roll
1

Jack
Alert

Guard
Can’t Feel a Thing

Elite (cost coach die)
360 Vision

2

Striker
A Safe Pair of
Hands
Back Flip

Quick Recovery

Does This Hurt?

Lucky/Really Lucky

3

Jump

Run Interference

Keeper

Grizzled

4
5
6

Misdirect
Roll
Show Off

Slide
Stretch
Take a Dive

Shove
Steady
Threatening

Mighty
Rolling
Trail Blazer

WINNING THE SEASON



Squads will be ranked on a table. No playoffs.
The following will be awarded:
o Champion – Team with the most league points. Ties break by strike difference, then team rating.
o Fan Favorites – Team that generates the most fans.
o Most Strikes – Team that scores the most strikes.
o Most Brutal – Team that causes the most casualties
o Kings of the Jungle – Team that plays the most Azure Forest games. Ties break by most league
points, strike difference, then team rating.

The Brothers-X, owners of ArdCorp(c) and the mining facility on asteroid C-198 (known as ‘The Pit’), have discovered a
new source of metal in the depths of the rock. Equipping their most athletic miners in this new material, they have
called out up and coming teams to challenge in The Pit Dreadball League (PDL).
Residing in orbit on the edge of the Outer Sphere, the PDL is an exhibition league.
Teams cut their teeth here in hopes of gaining the experience necessary to push
their club into one of the majors. The Brothers-X run the league with four ironfists, and two pairs of jack-boots, having their own slant on what is Dreadball.
The distance to the nearest
civilization within the
corporation sphere is 4 parsecs. Due to this remote location,
precautions are taken against rouge viruses, outdated and easily
hacked droids, mystic telekenetics, rebels spreading discontent, as
well as barring the nameless xenos fought against in the Su’nth’lak
War.
MVPs rarely make it out this far, but on occasion a washed-up star
may find themselves in the Outer Sphere looking to become
relevant again. These players can sometimes be found in the ArdCorp Bar within C-198’s facility peddling their services
to struggling teams.
Asteroid C-198’s revolution near planet S1x.66 makes routine passes
by moon Azure XXIII where Pit Pathfinders deploy to forage for
dihydrogen monoxide and rations for The Pit. Under-performing
teams will be relegated to play on Azure providing spectacle for the
Pathfinders and
the local Yndij
tribe.

Convicts, smugglers, rebels, and citizens of dubious background are
either cremated or become property of the Brothers-X. Often this
means they serve their time as pawns on the game grid.

